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NEIGHBOURHOOD NETWORKING IN NEW TOWN
New Town Kolkata, being committed to mitigating the challenges of
Covid 19 has been relentlessly taking multiple measures to ensure
the safety of citizens, while also considering extending maximum
possible convenience to them during these hard times. One such
measure introduced by New Town is the Neighbourhood Networking
initiative requesting citizens to volunteer for joining hands with the
city authorities for effective delivery of services within New Town
Kolkata.
The initiative has been very well received by the New Town
residents, with quite a good number of citizens keen on extending
their help registering to volunteer for the cause that spans several
categories. The registration process was completely online through
website.
As of 14th April 2020, there have been 165 volunteers registering
for the initiative. Of these, 25 are women, accounting for 15% of
the strength, and one of the youngest volunteers – 19 year-old
student – being a woman.
There are also quite a few immensely enthusiastic elderly people
opting to volunteer, of which the oldest volunteer is aged 72
years!
While the volunteers
cut across several age
groups, right from 19
up
to
72,
the
maximum number of
volunteers
registering
hails
from the age group
of
31-40
years,
accounting for 33%.
Given on the right is a
quick snapshot of the
strength
of
the
volunteers according to
age groups.
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The volunteers have been grouped into 18 categories relevant to
ensuring citizens’ convenience as well as safety in the face of
challenges posed by Covid 19 pandemic.

The initiative was launched on 9th April 2020 through a
webinar held for every category by the New Town authorities to
introduce the registered volunteers and take them through a training
module on how to carry out the volunteering activities along with the
city authorities, as well as create an overall awareness for the
volunteers about the initiative.
The training module included
an elaborate set of Do’s and
Don’t’s for the volunteers to
follow, along with a brief on
the code of conduct, and a
detailed overview of the
volunteers’ responsibilities in
each group

Role and Responsibilities of volunteers in various groups

Role and Responsibilities of volunteers in various groups

Every group is allotted a point of contact or captain hailing from the
city authorities’ side, who would connect with the volunteers
regularly and chalk out the plan of action for addressing any
requirement that crops up.
Thereafter, a Whatsapp group has been formed for every group,
comprising the volunteers and members from the city authorities’
side in order to maintain a constant touch between the volunteers
and the city authorities.
Post training, each volunteer has been delivered a Welcome Kit,
containing pair of masks, sanitizers and a volunteer badge, a
writing pad and a pen, as token of initiation into the
Neighbourhood Networking initiative.

The Welcome Kit for Citizen Volunteers

A close-up of the citizen volunteer badge

Citizen Volunteers receiving their Welcome Kit

The volunteers must return their badges to the city authorities after
stepping down/completion of the volunteering service
The volunteers have been advised to mostly coordinate from the
confines of their homes and leverage technology for carrying out
their duties. However if they are at all required to venture outside for
discharging their duties, they have been mandated to wear masks,
carry sanitizers, and take necessary measures to protect themselves,
including resorting to touchless delivery of things.
The volunteers are expected to form Whatsapp groups with their
fellow residents/families and keep in touch with them regularly. Also,
they must keep
their captains and the other city authorities’
members in their group updated with their feedback regularly on
Whatsapp so that prompt action could be taken by the city
authorities against any feedback/reporting by the volunteers.

Citizen Volunteers delivering essentials and medicines to senior citizens, and also arranging
food for stranded labourers in New Town

A few Success Stories of Neighbourhood Networking
A volunteer helping senior citizens learn Zoom calls
One of the volunteers organized
a session on Zoom Call for the
senior citizens in New Town and
helped them connect with their
near and dear ones living in
other parts of the country and
also
in
other
countries,
leveraging technology!

A screen shot of the Zoom session in
progress

This proved a great way to
technologically equip the older
generation, while finding a way
for them to reconnect with their
loved ones.

Prompt delivery of medicine to senior citizens by volunteers
One of the volunteers delivered medicines to a senior citizen in New
Town, who is a retired brigadier.
Also, one of the pharmacies in New
Town, that has enlisted itself in New
Town’s citizen volunteer group,
delivered medicines promptly within
a couple of hours of receiving the
request.
Such instances of prompt response
by the citizen volunteers, working
hand in hand with the city authorities
have surely instilled a great sense of
assurance
among
New
Town’s
citizenry

A citizen volunteer delivering medicines
to the retired brigadier

A few Success Stories of Neighbourhood Networking
Volunteers’ information led to the city and police authorities to
promptly address issues of gatherings on streets
The volunteers of the street security group have been diligently
monitoring the streets and areas around their buildings/localities to
look for instances of public gatherings and crowding.
Every instance of crowding is being brought to the city authorities’
notice through the Whatsapp group, by sharing photographs, along
with location details.

Some of the photographs of crowding and gathering on streets as shared by the volunteers

Constant sharing of such photographs and keeping the authorities
informed about the situations have been of immense help for the
authorities and police to identify such locations and take prompt
actions to displace the crowd and ensure order and social distancing
is maintained.

A few Success Stories of Neighbourhood Networking
A webinar on Mental Wellness for Senior Citizens conducted by
one of the volunteers
WELL

A session on mental wellness was
conducted by one of the volunteers
through video conference for senior
citizens to celebrate Poila Boishakh (the
Bengali New Year) on 14th April, 2020.
As the name suggests, the session aimed
at improving the mental wellness for the
senior citizens of New Town. It involved a
lot of fun activities to break the
monotony and de-stress the participants
in most innovative ways possible.
The session was quite a hit, with about
50 participants attending it and enjoying
themselves to the fullest.

Mosquito menace addressed at NKDA Hawkers’ Market
One of the volunteers in the Mosquito Menace group, informed
NKDA about mosquito menace at NKDA Hawkers’ Market.
NKDA’s mosquito control team
promptly addressed the matter, and
visited the market, along with the
volunteer, and sprayed insecticide
and fumigated the entire market.
During the visit, a blockage in the
market’s sewerage channel was also
discovered, which causing stagnation
of water, leading to mosquito
breeding. PHED was immediately
informed of the same and they
cleaned the channel up the very next
day.

Fumigation being done at NKDA Hawkers’
MArket

A few Success Stories of Neighbourhood Networking
Volunteers arrange for supply of bread in New Town
The requirement for availability of bread
at doorsteps cropped up in New Town,
especially considering the lockdown
period, which allows limited outdoor
movement.

Monginis Van delivering their offerings at
NBCC Towers

This propelled some of the volunteers to
speak to one of the popular confectioners
in Kolkata, ‘Monginis’, and convince them
to have their van selling breads and
other items move around New Town,
allowing people to buy breads and other
confectionary items from it.
As a result, a Monginis van moves around
New Town selling their offerings at
citizen’s doorsteps

Volunteer’s intimation leads to prompt action by NKDA
One of the volunteers
intimated the NKDA
about the requirement
for sanitization of the
Power
Towers
compound
in
New
Town.
NKDA
immediately
attended
to
the
request and got the
compound
sanitized
within half an hour of
the
receiving
the
request.

Sanitization being done at Power Towers compound

A few Success Stories of Neighbourhood Networking
Volunteers arrange for home-cooked food for elderly couple –
An initiative by the people for the people
A very elderly couple residing in New Town was facing trouble with cooking of
food as their domestic helps were unable to come to work due to the lockdown
and it was difficult for them to cook their own food.
The home delivered food from the restaurants and other food delivery services,
being too spicy, did not be of much help to them either as one of the senior
citizens was an acute gastric patient. So, they were looking for options to get
home cooked, less spicy food at a reasonable price. However, considering the
lockdown situation, it was difficult to get such options for home cooked food.
Upon knowing this, the city authorities
immediately
called
on
the
citizen
volunteers through the Whatsapp group
created for this purpose. Upon receiving
such information from the city authorities,
several volunteers promptly offered to
cook and deliver food to this elderly
couple throughout the lockdown period,
thus
providing
a
fruitful
solution.
Accordingly, a weekly roster was prepared
and shared on Whatsapp, listing out which
interested volunteer would be responsible
for cooking and delivering food on which
day of the week. Thus, following the
roster, cooked food was delivered to the
elderly couple every day by different
volunteers, ensuring there was no gap in
delivery of home-cooked food to the
elderly couple.

One of the volunteers handing over the
food for the couple to the security guard
of their complex

“So many thanks to NKDA and the volunteers
for the food you supplied. It was very good
and appropriate for us. Grateful to all of you!”
- Mrs Gouri Sanyal (73 years), CD Block

Another volunteer delivering homecooked food for the elderly couple, and
also resorting to touchless delivery

A few Success Stories of Neighbourhood Networking
Urgent Delivery of Homeopathic medicine to a senior citizen in
New Town
Mr Madhusudan Dhara, an over-80-year-old senior citizen and a member of
New Town’s Swapno Bhore, resides completely alone. He had requested the
city authorities to urgently arrange and deliver at his doorstep a
homeopathic medicine to treat his chronic hypertension, as he lives
completely alone and has no one to get the medicine for him.
The Medicine Task of the city authorities upon knowing this immediately
called on the citizen volunteers through the Whatsapp group created for this
purpose. Upon getting intimated about the requirement from the city
authorities, one of the volunteers in the group promptly arranged for the
homeopathic medicine and delivered the same to Mr Dhara at his doorstep
within no time.

“Thank you so much NKDA and HIDCO for your efforts and helping me.”
- Mr Madhusudan Dhara (80+ years)

“I am overwhelmed with this entire process of how NKDA and HIDCO are taking
care of the senior citizens in New Town. I stay in Noida and usually I am worried
about my father who stays alone in New Town. But now with this, I am relieved.
I am so thankful to NKDA and HIDCO for the promptness with which they took
care of my father’s request and arranged for his medicine urgently.”
- Smt Anuradha Dhara, daughter of Mr Madhusudan Dhara

The voice of the beneficiaries
“It (the Mental Wellness Session) was altogether an impressive session….Though I
didn’t participate in making the paper window as I didn’t have a white paper ready
with me, I watched it and observed it attentively. I enjoyed very much participating
in the breathing exercises at the start.”
- Mrs Uma Dasgupta, a Snehodiya resident

“This humanitarian initiative of NKDA is really commendable. I am deeply touched
by the several helping hands reaching out to us in these desperate
times..Appreciate the step taken. Also, pleasantly surprised by the number of
young volunteers. It takes a Covid to bring out the good in people. Hats off”
- Ms Moitreyee Mukherjee, a New Town citizen

“You are doing wonderful work. Highly appreciable. The medicine delivery has been
a great help. Allowed me not to step out. I am grateful. Many thanks”
- Retired Brigadier Abhijit Saha, a New Town citizen

“The Zoom learning session is a new thing for us. It is a good initiative to make us
senior citizens more technology friendly. We welcome this initiative”
- Mr Pijush K Chakraborty, a senior citizen in New Town

“The sanitization work has been done satisfactorily at Power Towers. Thank you for
your support”
- Mr Sovon Dutta, a New Town citizen

Media coverage of Neighbourhood Networking

To join the initiative as a volunteer, please click here

24X7 New Town Helpline: 1800 103 7652

